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INFORMATION

about social work in the Yugoslav Red
Cross

Social work is one of the main ac
tivities of the Yugoslav Red Cross,proceed 
ing from its Statutes and its aims,and has 
an old and rich tradition. Social work of 
the Yugoslav Red Cross is an integral part 
of the Yugoslav social policy and corres
ponds to the Yugoslav social conditions, 
that impose basic aims organization and 
contents of social work in YRC.

Defining the role of our organi
zation in the field of social work in Yu
goslavia, we proceed from the concept that 
the nucleus of our action is where the 
people live and work, have problems and 
needs; in a comune, local communities, eco 
nomic organizations, schools, etc. As the 
social phenomena and problems are complex 
in their manifestations and aetilogy it is 
necessary to assure action of various fac
tors integral and systematical on the com
munal, local, republic and federal levels . 
Within these factors the Yugoslav Red 
Cross takes and carries duties on all the 
mentioned levels. Besides defining the re
sponsibilities, connections and relation
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ships of YRC with other factors that treat 
social questions in Yugoslavia, besides 
setting up the common and specific objecti
ves - the Yugoslav Red Cross has also deve
loped the specific organization of social 
work. The social work in YRC is generally 
organized upon the following forms :

The guidance of the municipal, republic and federal YRC organizations is up
on the Committees which are comprised of 
different commissions for different sphe
res and also for the social work.

Commission for social work of the 
Central Committee of the Yugoslav Red 
Cross (and the Commissions of six republic 
committees) has generally the task task to 
formulate the objectives and to develop so
cial work in YRC, in conformity with the 
social trends and social policy of our coun
try. These commissions have horizontal in
fluence on federal and republic levels, ob
serving social phenomena and problems in 
our country and in common with social and 
competent factors suggest the responsibili
ties and tasks which in the field of soci
al work should be taken by our organization. 
There is also a vertical relationship as 
these commissions assist and support the 
communal organizations and viee-versa,commu
nal organizations influence and take part in 
creation of the uniform view-points and tak



ing the joint responsibilities in social 
work of the Yugoslav Red Cross.

The basic forms of social work of 
the Yugoslav Red Cross are maintained on 
communal and local community planes. Com
missions for social work are active in 
communal Committees of the Yugoslav Red 
Cross organization in a commune as well 
as on competent and social factors that 
in a commune deal with any aspects of so
cial problems and endeavour in the fol
lowing functions:

Commission for social work in com
munal organizations observe social pheno
mena and problems on their territory, and 
taking into account their quantity, quali
ty and course set up the plans of social 
work of the YRC organization in a commune. 
These plans are made either for the whole 
organization or some local committee or 
for specific cathegories of certain prob
lems. These plans are dependant and con
nected with the plans of other factors 
that are concerned with social problems in 
a commune, first of all of social welfare 
service.

Commissions for social work mobi
lise and organize Yugoslav Red Cross for
ces to realise these plans in a commune, 
either autonomous or common,comprehensive
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plans of YEC social work in a commune.Our 
organizations are participating more oft
en and more intensively in comprehension 
plans and actions of the joint tackling 
the social phenomena and problems, in a 
commune.

Our organizations in a commune ge
nerally execute the following tasks :

1. Organizational tasks concerning the 
establishment of communal commissions for 
social work, the sections in local commu
nities, factories and schools and else- 
where-towards the better cooperation with 
other commissions of the communal organi
zation of YEC and other competent and so
cial factors concerned with social welfa
re in a commune.

2. The task to qualify adequate cadre for 
social work of the Yugoslav Red Cross,re
fers to the right recruitment and train
ing of the members of social work commis
sions and sellection and training of vo
luntary social workers. The training of 
our cadre in a commune is accomplished 
through seminars, consultations, instruct
ions, plennary sessions, open discussions, 
propaganda, publicity service and other 
activities.
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3. Tasks concerning the choice volume,in
tensity and methods of our social activi
ties in a commune.

The commissions for social work 
of our communal organizations usually de
velop their activity in several direct
ions :

- they organize - independent act
ions to tackle certain problems and phe
nomena relying on their volunteers,on ba
sic YRC organizations or communal ones in 
gene ral;

- commissions for social work oft 
en cooperate, and coordinate their work 
with other commissions of the communal 
YRC organization because there are no de
finite limitations of social, health,edu
cation and other problems. Commission for 
social work also often coordinates and co 
operates with other commissions or commu
nal YRC organization; Commission for 
fight against TB, Anti-alcoholic commis
sion, Commission for school lunch prog
ramme, Junior and youth commission and 
others ;

- social phenomena are complex * 
and their tackling overcome the capabili
ties of YRC and the frame of its tasks, 
and as a rule our organization integrat
es in comprehensive, joint programmes of
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social work in a commune, drawn up by soci
al and other services and factors that are 
active in this field.

Commissions for social work of com
munal YRC organizations should consist of 
the members who are capable and willing to 
work in social field in a commune, as one 
of the first conditions for successful ac
complishment of their functions. While it 
is relatively easy to satisfy the latter - 
it is a little more difficult to find YRC 
members who know this work, so neither the 
success nor the composition of our commis
sions are equal. There are usually 5-11 
members of the commission, more than a 
half being the vo lunteers,and the rest so
cial, health and education workers who al
so participate on voluntary basis .The 
Chairman is the head of the Commission,who 
is usually the member of the communal YRC 
organization. Commission proceeds in meet
ings, brings conclusions, adopts plans, as 
well as in under-commissions, and working 
groups formed on some special task.

It is a fact that the commissions 
for social work are not equally effective 
in all communal organizations. In some of 
them, commissions are composed mostly of 
professional experts who are very success
fully leading the social work of their or
ganization. Other are mostly composed of
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nonprofessionals who complete the tasks 
thanks to the good will and efforts.only 
a few of municipal organizations have in
active commissions or none, and the tasks 
are carried out hy the Committee or the 
Secretary of the communal organization. 
Republic and Central Commissions pay 
great attention to the composition and ca
pabilities of communal organizations and 
make permanent efforts to improve both.
The results of social work of YRC in gene
ral greatly depend on the quality and act
ivity of communal commissions.

Greatest number of commissions 
and communal organizations have obtained 
significant results, thanks to the well 
developed network of social activities.A 
few of them work formally, hold meetings 
and discussions and the activity in soci
al field exhausts in most cases by di
stribution of food and clothings to the 
destitue citizens. Most of the commis
sions and our communal organizations re
present significant social factors which 
act towards the initiating and forming 
of the local social policy and tackling 
a succession of social problems.Our or
ganizations have their repre sentatives 
in the local self-managment bodies, who 
act on their behalf or sometimes the who
le organization endeavours to raise some 
questions in a commune or a local commu-
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nity. Very often the plans of our organi
zations integrate in the plans of social 
welfare service and of other competent 
and social factors; that deal with social 
matters in a commune. Such integration al
most as a rule gives better results owing 
to the efforts of certain organizations 
which attempt to resolve some problems on 
their own without cooperation of other 
forces in a commune. However, there is al
ways an acute problem how to assure and 
carry successful coordination of work,how 
to limitate the activities and precise 
the intensity of the responsibilities.

The social work of YRC in a commu
ne is organized in this way that actions 
are concentrated on local communities fac
tories, schools and other places where 
our organizations are active. Here we pri
marily rely on the social welfare service 
in a commune (Social Work centre) which 
is itself orgaized so that the social wor
ker is integrated in local communities 
where social problems are discovered, and 
smaller sanations carried out relying pri
marily on local communities and YRC orga
nizations .

YRC has established sections of 
social work volunteers in the local com
munities. Most of these voluntary social 
workers have been trained either on semi-
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mrs or the like in basic knowledge of so
cial work in a commune. The essential ob
ject of these sections for social work is 
timely discovery of the phenomena and prob
lems in local community as to find out 
best solutions in common with other forces 
in local community. These sections dessi- 
minate new views on social phenomena and 
problems and in this way they create fa
vourable conditions for the successful so
cial work of both preventive and curative 
importance.

for the successful execution of 
the task the communal commissions and vo
luntary social workers should be qualif
ied in social work. So far, rich experi
ence has been gained in sellection and 
training of the volunteers, for the thou
sands had been qualified. The communal, 
republic and federal commission for soci
al work have made efforts in this field. 
Besides the qualification of a smaller 
number of sellected volunteers, the whole 
YRC organization should further qualify 
its members, particularly the youth 
through variais forms of work from the 
diffusion and acceptance of correct 
views on social problems to the preparat
ion for action and large participation 
of the population in various actions.
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Among the tasks of qualification of 

the cadre, very important is the one of 
qualifying communal commissions for success
ful planning and programming of the actions. 
There is a few commission capable and compe
tent of making systematic programmes which 
comprehenively treat social phenomena in a 
commune, giving the right place to our or
ganization in comparison to the other com
petent and social factors in a commune. A 
good number of our organizations make their 
plans mostly by experience or rely on the 
plan of the social welfare service .The 
plans of a smaller number of orgaizations 
are simply the lisbs of social problems 
which the organization should attemt to 
tackle or do not exist. Our further work 
will be dincted towards training of commun
al commissions for successful planning and 
programming of social work in YRC.

Substantial contents and methods of 
social work of our orgaizations in communes 
and local communities are very rich and ver
satile both in extensity and intensity.Some 
organizations have worked activly in broad 
social field and have obtained significant 
results in common with other factors in a 
commune: while the other have endeavoured 
in a nerrow sphere tackling only some of 
the basic social problems in their area. 
Owing to the intense work however they ob
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tained also important results. Third group 
of organizations act on the nerrow field 
with small endeavours certainly without 
significant results. Comprehensive activi
ty, intensity and of couse obtained re
sults do not depend only upon the qualifi
cation of the members of communal commis
sion hut on the composition of the whole 
communal organization and still further 
on the constellation of many factors 'with
in a commune, of general environment, str
ing of social pathology, of development 
of social and other services and the for
ce of other factors in a commune.

Without pretension to enumerate 
all the contents of social work of our or
ganization, and describes the problems 
and their causal relationships, as well 
as their extensity and intensity, we 
shall give here some of the social acti
vities to illustrate rich and comprehen
sive programmes of YRC social work.

Our organizations are active in 
communes, and local communities(toge
ther with other factors) providing for 
the required protection of the children 
of the employed parents in crèches,kin
dergartens Centres for daily stay of 
children and the like.

YRC actively participates in
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supporting of the school kitchens and help 
to the poor children with food,clothing 
footwear and school supplies.

Some of our organizations have 
opened (or participated in it) suitable 
waiting rooms for the pupils living far 
from schools, i.e. classrooms, canteens and 
the similar.

YRC activly helps to mal-nourished 
and anemic children or convalescents being 
ill of serious diseases - with intensified 
feeding, or by sending thou to its own or 
other recreational homes, holiday resorts 
etc. Similar help is rendered to the chil
dren living in difficult residential mate
rial and family environment .

Some YRC organizations operate in 
the communes their own kitchens for social
ly destitute citizens, the old, the pupils 
who walk a long distaace, travelers etc.and 
in this way in common with the social ser
vices they participate in tackling social 
problems. Some of them have their own. in
stitutions like recreational homes, resorts, 
consultation services, homes and the like.

In recent years our country has 
been struck by heavy disasters. Great num
ber of our organizations have activly par
ticipated in mobilisation of their members
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towards the completition of great tasks 
in time of disasters from collecting act
ions to participation with evacuation of 
the citizens.

Besides these above mentioned act
ivities there are others numerous activi
ties of the commissions for social work 
sections for social work and Junior Bed 
Cross and cur whole organizations, where 
important results were obtained. We point 
our that almost all the tasks which were 
mentioned, overcome the potentialities 
and forces of YRC in a commune, or in the 
country, and require the over-all coope
ration and endeavours of all the powers 
in a commune and hroa.de r community.Most 
of the mentioned problems are of univer
sally Yugoslav character and require the 
activity of the Central Committee of the 
Yugoslav Red Cross which in common with 
other factors considers and defines the 
role of YRC in tackling some problems.

Republic and the Central Commit
tees of YRC i.e. their commissions have 
certain responsibilities towards commun
al organizations in developing the socio,l 
work. They, for instance help to the com
munal organizations in this way that 
they suggest some joint, uniform attitu
des and methods of work with a specific 
Yugoslav problems. Republic and Central
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Committees suggest the general plans of 
activity and study the most appropriate 
methods of action and assure the necessary 
cooperation of other factors that should 
engage themselves in social prob lems .They 
suggest criteria for sellection of volun
tary social workers and work out and pro
pose uniform programmes for training of 
the volunteers of YRC in social work .They 
organize and maintain the seminars for 
the volunteers and the members of the com
missions, consultations about social phe
nomena, plennary sessions, exchange of ex
periences and other forms of education of 
cadre for social work of YRC and the deve
lopment of social work in the YRC organi
zation Publishing service is very import
ant generally intended for the purposes of 
education of the social wo2k cadre .Manuals 
for the seminars were published; program
mes of seminars, and other necessary books 
both for adult and junior and youth YRC 
members. More attention is payed particu
larly to the latter. The Central and re
public committees have special responsibi
lities toward those communal organizations 
with the exposed social pathology and soci 
al welfare service less developed.The Cen
tral and republic committees actively par
ticipate in discussions and initiative of 
constitutional activities, in discussions 
about comprehensive social political and 
other public measures, directed towards re
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solving the social problems. The Central 
Committee also administers some internat
ional responsahilities in social work.

The Commission for social work of 
the Central Committee of YRC has worked 
out its long term activity plan,proceed- 
ing from the Statute of YEC and compre
hension of the requirements for social 
work in the country as well the possibi
lities of the Yugoslav Red Cross to tack
le them. The Central Committee plennary 
session has discussed the social policy 
of the organization and the conclusions 
are a solid basis for planing of the so
cial activities in the whole YRC organi
zation. Activity plans of social work 
commission of the Central Committee are 
directed towards the tasks in connection 
with the further development of social 
policy in our country, but still more to
wards the development of social work in 
our communal organizations:

In defining and realising of the 
objectives in the field of social work 
the YRC organization has so far signifi
cant results obtained, owing, among 
others to the support of the competent 
and social factors which are concerned 
with social policy in Yugoslavia. Our 
organization has received significant re



recognitions for the successful social 
work. It serves as a spur for our further 
efforts on the “benefit both of our organi
zation and people.


